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Abstract 
We propose a formal policy framework of MAC policies in multilevel relational databases. 
We identify the important components of such policies and their desirable properties. The 
framework provides a basis for systematically specifying such policies and characterizing 
their potential mismatches. Based on the framework, we compare and unify the MAC 
policies and policy components that are proposed in the literature or imposed in existing 
systems. Our framework could be used to capture and resolve MAC policy mismatches in 
the trusted interoperation of heterogeneous multilevel relational databases. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

As more multilevel databases are built and connected through computer networks, a 
wide variety of secure data sources will become accessible. A big challenge presented by 
this technology is the trusted interoperation of multilevel databases containing data with 
mismatched security policies. Providing trusted interoperation of multilevel databases not 
only makes it possible to reliably share data in isolated military and civilian databases, 
but also increases users' confidence and willingness in such sharing. 

As a prerequisite to the trusted interoperation of multilevel databases containing data 
with mismatched security policies, the security policies of component databases, as well as 
the potential mismatches between them, have to be precisely characterized. The security 
policy of a multilevel database captures the security requirements of an application that 
govern the access and manipulation of data. These requirements can be very complicated, 
ranging from high-level specifications such as the type of access control (mandatory or 
discretionary) or the kind of model (noninterference or Bell-LaPadula), to designer's belief 
or preferences such as whether polyinstantiation is allowed, to low-level implementation 
decisions such as the number of levels and categories allowed in a lattice. A formal policy 
framework is needed within which security policies could be characterized and compared 
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(Hosmer, 1990). As a first step in this direction, we propose a formal policy framework for 
an important component of security policies: the mandatory access control (MAC) policy. 

It has been widely accepted that a MAC policy consists of four components: a set of 
subjects, a set of objects, a lattice, and a mapping that associates levels in the lattice to 
subjects and objects (Landwehr, 1981 ). This works fine with multilevel operating systems, 
because objects such as files do not carry semantics. For multilevel databases where data 
carry semantics, the same mapping of levels to objects such as elements in tuples could 
have completely different meanings. For example, consider a relation SMD(Starship, Mid, 
Destination). A secret label on element Rigel of tuple (Enterprise, 101, Rigel) in SMD 
could mean that the fact "Enterprise is going to Rigel" is secret, or the fact "some starships 
are going to Rigel" is secret, or even the word "Rigel" is secret. This confusion suggests 
that something critical is missing with the traditional formulation of MAC policies in 
multilevel databases, namely the semantics of object labels. This problem is crucial in the 
trusted interoperation of multilevel databases. For example, if the secret label on Rigel 
means that the fact "some starships are going to Rigel" is secret in database A, and means 
that the word "Rigel" is secret in database B, then unclassified subjects could query all 
destinations in database A and obtain "Rigel" through interoperation with database B. 
The canonical MAC policy for federated databases proposed in (Pernul, 1992) does not 
solve this problem. 

The formulation of a MAC policy in a multilevel database often includes some con
straint policies, such as the labeling policy of Seaview (Lunt, 1989) and the classification 
constraints of LDV (Haigh, 1991). Constraints are the most important means of specify
ing data semantics. However, the MAC policies in existing multilevel databases provide 
neither a precise definition of constraint validity nor an efficient mechanism of constraint 
enforcement. In fact, it has been argued (Burns, 1990), (Meadows, 1988) that integrity 
enforcement is in fundamental conflict with secrecy enforcement: no multilevel databases 
could simultaneously satisfy both integrity and secrecy requirements. 

An important characteristic of MAC policies is the upward information flow in the 
lattice, which indicates the believability of low data at high levels. For multilevel operating 
systems where objects do not carry semantics, low data are always believed at high. For 
multilevel databases where data carry semantics expressed by constraints however, low 
data could contradict high data. For example, if we require that high SMD tuples have 
unique Mid elements and (Enterprise, 101, Rigel) is a high tuple in SMD, then the low 
tuple (Enterprise, 102, Rigel) in SMD could not be believed at high. This problem suggests 
that the formulation of MAC policies in multilevel databases should provide means to 
constrain upward information flow. 

Constraints also bring about the danger of inference channels. Inference channels could 
be obtained by observing the behavior of a database in enforcing the constraints.* In other 
words, the result of a low update could violate some constraints when combined with high 
data, but prohibiting the low update would enable the low subject to infer the existence 
of relevant high data. For example, consider another relation MT(Missionld, Type). If we 
require that every high Mid element in SMD refers to a high or low Missionld element in 

*Because inference channels involve system behavior, in many cases the mechanisms could also be used as 
covert channels between cooperating malicious high and low subjects. However, we concern ourselves here 
only with undesired inferences through such mechanisms, which do not require either a high "sender" or 
that the low "receiver" be malicious. 
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MT, then prohibiting the deletion of a low Missionid element referred to by a high Mid 
element would enable low users to infer the existence of the high Mid element. Thus the 
formulation of MAC policies in multilevel databases should provide means to detect and 
remove such inference channels. 

Existing research on security policies has focused on using first-order logic to specify, 
analyze, and enforce the security requirements of an application (see for example (Michael, 
1993), (Morris, 1992), (Sibley, 1992), (Steinke, 1993)). Security policies are formulated in 
terms of a set of subjects, a set of objects, and a set of rules governing the various modes 
of access of subjects to objects. There are several problems associated with applying this 
approach to MAC policies. The objects are usually the physical containers of data rather 
than the semantics of data, and are often too coarse in granularity (e.g., buildings in 
(Michael, 1993) and files in (Morris, 1992)). Moreover, first-order logic is not expressive 
enough to capture the upward information flow in the lattice, or the dynamic behavior of 
a database in constraint enforcement. In addition, no methods are available to translate 
the logical statements in security policy specifications to the labels and constraints in 
multilevel databases. 

We propose a formal policy framework for MAC policies in multilevel relational databases. 
We identify the important components of MAC policies and their desirable properties. 
The framework abstracts away the superficial syntactic difference and makes precise the 
hidden semantic difference in MAC policy specifications. It provides a basis for systemati
cally specifying MAC policies and characterizing their potential mismatches. Based on the 
framework, we are able to compare and unify the MAC policies and policy components 
that are proposed in the literature or imposed in existing systems. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our framework 
and identify the components of MAC policies. Besides the standard components of such 
policies, we identify three new components-an interpretation policy, a view policy, and 
an update policy-as essential for multilevel relational databases. In Sections 3 through 
5, we discuss the three most important new components of our policy framework, and 
specify and unify MAC policy components that are proposed in the literature or imposed 
in existing systems. Finally, Section 6 offers concluding remarks and a brief discussion of 
future work. 

2 A POLICY FRAMEWORK 

2.1 A Model-Theoretic Formulation 

We distinguish between the actual world and a perceived world. A perceived world is a 
view of the actual world as perceived by a group of users. Information in a perceived world 
is the knowledge (of a group of users) of the truth value of a statement about the actual 
world (Nicolas, 1978), which could be either an elementary fact such as "Enterprise is on 
mission #101 to Rigel" or a general law such as "starships have unique missions". 

A (single-level) relational database captures information in a perceived world-the view 
of the actual world as perceived by users of the database. Elementary facts are represented 
as tuples in relations, and general laws are represented as integrity constraints. For exam
ple, the elementary fact "Enterprise is on mission #101 to Rigel" could be represented by 
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the tuple (Enterprise, 101, Rigel) in relation SMD, and the general law "starships have 
unique missions" is represented by a functional dependency SMD: Starship ---+ Mid. 

A standard model-theoretic formulation of a relational database is to interpret relation 
names as predicates, integrity constraints as axioms in a first-order theory, and relations 
as forming a first-order structure of the theory (Nicolas, 1978). A database is valid if 
the structure is a model of the theory. For example, the tuple (Enterprise, 101, Rigel) 
in relation SMD is interpreted as a tuple in the assignment to predicate SMD, and the 
functional dependency SMD: Starship ---+ Mid is interpreted as the axiom (variables are 
universally quantified) 

A multilevel perceived world is a family of perceived worlds organized into a lattice. A 
perceived world at a level in the lattice is the view of the actual world as perceived by 
subjects at that leved Information in a multilevel perceived world is either information 
in the perceived worlds or knowledge of relationships between the perceived worlds. The 
former could be either a classified elementary fact such as "it is top-secret that Enterprise 
is on mission #101 to Rigel", or a classified general law such as "confidential starships have 
unique missions". The latter could be a general law on classification such as "starships 
classified at all levels have unique missions". 

A multilevel relational database captures information in a multilevel perceived world. It 
consists of a relational database, whose integrity constraints are called view constraints, 
together with a labeling function K and a set of labeling constraints. The labeling function 
maps every object in the database-relation, attribute, tuple, element in a tuple, view 
constraint, etc.-to a (possibly empty) set of levels in the lattice. The database and the 
labeling function together represent the family of perceived worlds, and the labeling con
straints represent the general laws on classification. For example, the tuple (Enterprise, 
101, Rigel) mapped to ts by K represents the classified elementary fact "it is top-secret 
that Enterprise is on mission #101 to Rigel". As a view constraint, the functional de
pendency SMD: Starship ---+ Mid mapped to c by K represents the classified general law 
"confidential starships have unique missions". As a labeling constraint, the functional de
pendency SMD: Starship ---+ Mid represents the general law on classification "starships 
classified at all levels have unique missions". 

The above observation suggests a model-theoretic formulation of multilevel relational 
databases as follows. A multilevel theory is a triplet (£, {T1}tEL, A): 

1. C = (L, :::S) is a lattice where L is a set of levels and :::S is the dominance relation, 
2. {T1}tEL is a family of first-order theories-one for every level in L, each of which 

representing the view constraints that are mapped to a particular level, and 
3. A is a collection of axioms representing the labeling constraints. 

We use --< to denote the strict dominance subrelation, and :::S* to denote the transitive 
closure of :::S. A multilevel structure of the multilevel theory is a family of first-order 
structures {M1}tEL where M 1 is a structure of theory T1• 

tThese perceived worlds differ, because the actual world allowed to be known and understood differs for 
subjects at different levels. 
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For example, the tuple (Enterprise, 101, Rigel) in relation SMD mapped to ts by "' is 
interpreted as a tuple in the assignment to predicate SMDts in structure Mt 8 , the view 
constraint SMD: Starship -t Mid mapped to c by "' is interpreted as the axiom 

in theory Tc, and the labeling constraint SMD: Starship -t Mid is interpreted as the 
axiom 

in A. 

2.2 MAC Policy 

We restrict ourselves to multilevel relational databases whose MAC policies have the 
simple security property and the *-property of the Bell-LaPadula model (Landwehr, 1981 ), 
which ensure that information does not flow downward in the lattice. 

• The Simple Security Property. A subject is allowed a read access to an object only 
if the former's clearance level is identical to or higher than the latter's classification 
level in the lattice. 

• The *-Property. A subject is allowed a write access to an object only if the former's 
clearance level is identical to or lower than the latter's classification level in the lattice. 

Our formulation of a MAC policy in a multilevel relational database has eight compo
nents: 

1. a lattice, 
2. a set of subjects, 
3. a set of objects, 
4. a mapping of subjects and objects to levels in the lattice, 
5. a set of labeling constraints, 
6. an interpretation policy, 
7. a view policy, and 
8. an update policy. 

The first five components together correspond to the traditional formulation of MAC 
policies in multilevel relational databases. 

An interpretation policy maps a multilevel relational database to a multilevel theory 
and a multilevel structure of the multilevel theory. Through this policy, the superficial 
syntactic difference in object labels is abstracted away, and the semantic difference hidden 
in object labels is made precise. As a consequence, the interpretation policy makes it 
possible to compare the semantics of multiple MAC policies. 

A view policy is a specification of the upward information flow-believability of low 
data at high levels. For every level, view constraints at that level are enforced on data 
believable at that level. 
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An update policy consists of a set of updates and a specification of the enforcement 
of labeling constraints on visible data in performing the updates, such that inference 
channels are eliminated in the enforcement. 

In the rest of this paper, we investigate the last three components of our policy frame
work, using examples from multilevel relational databases based on the lattice in Figure 1. 

j_ 

Figure 1 A Lattice 

3 INTERPRETATION POLICY 

An interpretation policy maps a multilevel schema to a multilevel theory and a multi
level database to a multilevel structure of the multilevel theory. Through this mapping, 
the superficial syntactic difference in object labels is abstracted away, and the semantic 
difference hidden in object labels is made precise. As a consequence, the interpretation 
policy makes it possible to compare the semantics of multiple MAC policies. 

Here, we investigate the interpretation policy for the most common multilevel databases, 
namely multilevel databases with tuple-level labeling, where objects are tuples. In (Qian, 
1993), we developed an interpretation policy for multilevel databases with element-level 
labeling. 

3.1 Multilevel Relational Model 

Let U be a finite set of attributes. If X, Y are subsets of U, then XY denotes the union 
of X,Y. If A E U, then XA denotes X{A}. A relation scheme (in Boyce-Codd Normal 
Form) R[X, K] is a set of attributes X ~ U named R with nonempty primary key K ~X. 
A database schema is a pair (R,C), where R = { R;[X;, K;]h<i<n is a family of relation 
schemes and C is a set of key-based referential dependencies: - -

• Every referential dependency in C has the form R;[Y] <-t Rj, where 1 ::::; i,j ::::; n, 
Y ~ K; or Y ~X- K;, and IYI = IKil· Y is a foreign key in relation schemeR; to 
relation scheme Ri. 

• Distinct foreign keys in the same relation scheme are disjoint. In other words, Y = Z 
or Y n Z = 0 for 1 ::::; i,j, k::::; nand R;[Y] <-t Ri> R;[Z] <-t Rk in C. 
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For relation scheme R;[X;, K;] in R and attribute A E X;, A is a nonkey attribute if 
A (j K; and A (j Y for any foreign key Y in R;. Figure 2 shows a schema with two 
relation schemes SMD and MT, where boxes represent relation schemes, attributes to the 
left of double lines form primary keys, and arrows between boxes represent referential 
dependencies. 

Figure 2 A Schema 

Let V be a (possibly infinite) set of values. A tuple over attributes X is a partial mapping 
t[X]: X ~ V that assigns values from V to attributes in X. For attribute A E X, t[A] 
denotes the value assigned to A by t[X], and t[A] = L denotes that t[A] is undefined. 
For attributes Y <;:; X, t[Y] denotes the partial mapping whose domain is restricted to 
attributes in Y. For tuple t over X, t[X] = L denotes that t is empty: t[A] = L for all 
attributes A EX; and t(X] =f. L denotes that tis total: t[A] =f. L for all attributes A EX. 

A relation r over relation scheme R[X, K] is a set of tuples over X. For attributes 
Y <;:; X, r[Y] denotes the set of tuples t[Y] where t E r. Relation r satisfies the key 
integrity property if: 

e for every tuple t E r, t[K] =f. L, and 
e for every pair of tuples t, t' E r, t[K] = t'[K] implies t = t'. 

In other words, tuples with the same primary key value are identical. 
A database b over schema (R,C), where R = {R;[X;, K;]}t<i<n, is a family of relations 

{r;}t<i<n, where r; is a relation over R;[X;, K;]. It satisfies the ;.eferential integrity property 
for referential dependency R;[Y] '-+ R; in C and tuple t E r; if: 

e either t[Y] = L or t[Y] =f. L, and 
e if t[Y] =f. L then there is a tuple t' E r; such that t[Y] = t'[K;]. 

In other words, every non-null foreign key refers to an existing primary key. V is the 
universe of b. Below is a database over the schema of Figure 2 that satisfies the key and 
referential integrity properties. 

Starship Mission Destination Missionld Type 

Enterprise 101 Rigel 101 spy 

Voyager 102 Talos 102 explore 

Discovery 103 Rigel 103 mme 
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A multilevel relation scheme is a pair (R[X, K], .C), where R[X, K] is a relation scheme 
and .C is a lattice. A multilevel database schema is a pair (B, .C), where B is a schema and 
.C is a lattice. 

Let (B,.C) be a multilevel schema, where B = (R,C), R = {R;[X;,I<;]h:Si:Sn, and 
.C = ( L, ::5). A multilevel relation with tuple-level labeling over multilevel relation scheme 
(R;[X;,K;],.C) is a pair (r;,K;), where r; is a relation over R;[X;,K;] and K; is a mapping 
from tuples over X; to sets of levels in L, such that K;(t) = {} iff t ~ r;, and l E K;(t) if t 
is labeled at l. 

A multilevel database with tuple-/eve/labeling over multilevel schema (B,.C) is a fam
ily { (r;, K;)h<i<n, where (r;, K;) is a multilevel relation with tuple-level labeling over 
( R;[X;, K;], .C). We denote it by the pair ( b, K ), where b = {r; h <i<n is a database over B, 
and K = { K; h <i<n is a family of mappings. Figure 3 shows a m;;-lfllevel database over the 
schema of Fig;;-r~ 2 and the lattice of Figure 1. The labels of every tuple are listed to the 
right of that tuple. 

Starship Mission Destination 

Enterprise 101 L T Missionid Type 

Enterprise 102 Rigel 101 spy 

Enterprise 103 Rigel 101 mme 

Voyager 102 Rigel 102 explore 

Voyager 102 Talos 103 mme j_ 

Discovery 103 Rigel j_ 

Figure 3 A Multilevel Database with Tuple-Level Labeling 

A multilevel relation (r;, Ki) satisfies the polyinstantiation security property if: 

e for every pair of tuples t, t' E r; where K;(t) n K;(t') "1- 0, t[K;] = t'[Ki] implies t = t'. 

In other words, tuples labeled at the same level satisfy all the functional dependencies. A 
multilevel database (b, K) satisfies the polyinstantiation security property if every multi
level relation in ( b, K) does. 

For referential dependency R;[Y] <--> Rj, multilevel relations (r;, K;) and {rj, Kj) satisfy 
the referential security property if: 

e for every tuple t E r; and level/ E K;(t), there is a tuple t' E rj and a Ievell' E Kj(t') 
such that t[Y] = t'[Kj] and l' ::5* l. 

In other words, the label of every foreign key tuple dominates the label of the primary key 
tuple it refers to. A multilevel database ( b, K) satisfies the referential security property if 
every pair of multilevel relations involved in a referential dependency does. The multilevel 
database of Figure 3 satisfies polyinstantiation and referential security properties. 
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3.2 Interpretation Policy for Tuple-Level Labeling 

The interpretation policy for tuple-level labeling is straightforward. Because every tuple 
in a relation represents an elementary fact, the label of the tuple naturally represents the 
classification of the elementary fact. 

Let (8,£) be a multilevel schema, where B = (R,C), R = {R;[X;,K;]h~i~n, and 
£ = (L, ~). We can construct a multilevel theory (£, {T1}teL, A) as follows. For every 
l E L, T1 is the standard first-order interpretation of schema B where relation scheme 
R; is interpreted as predicate R~ in the vocabulary of T 1 for 1 :S i :S n, and attributes 
are interpreted as argument positions. Key and referential integrity properties are view 
constraints and are interpreted as axioms in T1• For example, the key integrity property 
over the relation scheme MT of Figure 2 is interpreted as: 

('v'x, y, z )(MT1(x, y) 1\ MT1(x, z) --+ y = z) 

and the referential integrity property over the schema of Figure 2 is interpreted as: 

('v'x,y,z)(SMD1(x,y,z)--+ (:lw)MT1(y,w)). 

Polyinstantiation and referential security properties are labeling constraints and are in
terpreted as axioms in A. For example, the polyinstantiation security property over the 
relation scheme MT of Figure 2 and the lattice of Figure 1 is interpreted as: 

(VIE £)('v'x,y,z)(MT1(x,y) 1\ MT1(x,z)--+ y = z). 

Similarly, the referential security property over the schema of Figure 2 and the lattice of 
Figure 1 is interpreted as: 

(V/1 E £)('v'x,y,z)(SMD1'(x,y,z)--+ (:J/2 E .C)(:lw)(h ~ h 1\ MT12 (y,w))). 

Let (b, K) be a multilevel database with tuple-level labeling over (B, £), where b 
{r;h<i<n and K = {Kih<i<n· We can construct a multilevel structure of the multilevel 
theory(£, {T1}teL, A), whe-re Rl(t) is true iff t E r; and l E K;(t). 

4 VIEW POLICY 

A view policy is a specification of the upward information flow-believability of low data 
at high levels, such that, for every level, view constraints at that level are satisfied with 
believable data at that level. A view policy should have the following desirable properties: 

1. it ensures that believable data do not violate view constraints, 
2. it maximizes upward information flow, and 
3. it is deterministic. 

According to the Bell-LaPadula model, low data can be visible at high. However, since 
low data could contradict high data in terms of the high view constraints, visibility should 
be distinguished from believability. 
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The filter function (Jajodia, 1990), (Lunt, 1990) and the security logic (Glasgow, 1992) 
proposed in the literature take one extreme position by equating believability to visibility, 
thus maximizing believability. However, integrity is compromised if a low tuple contradicts 
some high tuples with respect to the high view constraints, which leads to an invalid 
high database. For example, consider the following multilevel relation over the schema of 
Figure 2 and the lattice of Figure 1: 

Starship Mission Destination 

Enterprise L Talos T 

Enterprise 102 Rigel 

Enterprise 103 Rigel 

When querying the mission of Enterprise at T, subjects will get back both 102 and 103, 
which contradicts the view constraint at T that "starships have unique missions". 

Smith and Winslett proposed a belief-based semantics of the multilevel relational model 
(Smith, 1992), which defines a multilevel relational database as a set of unrelated single
level relational databases, one for every level. They made a clear distinction between 
visibility and believability, and took the other extreme position by allowing no low tuples 
to be believable at high, thus minimizing believability. Their semantics provides a founda
tion based on which other semantics could be compared. However a multilevel relational 
database that directly employs their semantics would no longer be multilevel-it would 
be a set of single-level relational databases in which there is no upward information flow 
cross levels. For example, consider the following multilevel relation over the schema of 
Figure 2 and the lattice of Figure 1: 

Starship Mission Destination 

Enterprise 102 Rigel 

When querying the mission of Enterprise at T, subjects will get back an empty answer, 
because no information about Enterprise is considered believable at that level. 

The maintenance level of LDV (Haigh, 1991) and the data-based semantics of MLR 
(Chen, 1995) generalize the belief-based semantics, by allowing users to specify, for every 
tuple at a level, at which higher levels it is believed. When the view policy for a tuple is 
missing, the default coincides with the belief-based semantics. Believability is minimized 
modulo user-supplied exceptions, and there is no automatic upward information flow 
cross levels. This view policy provides maximal flexibility, at the price that users are 
burdened with the tedious task of specifying believability for every tuple and every level. 
For example, to enable subjects at T to believe whatever information about Enterprise 
available at .l, the above multilevel relation should be modified to: 
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Starship Mission Destination 

Enterprise 102 Rigel _l_,T 

When querying the mission of Enterprise at l_ or T, subjects will get back 102. However, 
when querying the mission of Enterprise at m1 or m2, subjects still get back an empty 
answer. 

In NTML (Thuraisingham, 1991), Thuraisingham first formalized the distinction be
tween visibility and believability by a proof-theoretic semantics of the multilevel relational 
model, which consists of a nonmonotonic inference rule stating that low data are believ
able at high as long as they do not contradict high data. Given two low tuples labeled 
incomparably, what happens if either tuple does not contradict high data, but their com
bination does? To determine what is believable at high, the result of Thuraisingham's 
approach would depend on the (random) order in which the nonmonotonic inference rule 
is applied to these two tuples, which introduces ambiguity. For example, consider the 
following multilevel relation over the schema of Figure 2 and the lattice of Figure 1: 

Starship Mission Destination 

Enterprise 102 Rigel 

Enterprise 103 Talos 

When querying the mission of Enterprise at T, subjects will get back either 102 or 103 
but not both. :j: 

In (Qian, 1996), we developed a view policy for multilevel databases with tuple-level 
labeling, where the view constraints consists of key and referential integrity properties. 
Informally our view policy states what tuples are believable at a level. First, all tuples 
labeled at a level should be believable. Second, for tuples labeled at lower levels, as many 
of them as possible should be believable as long as integrity is preserved, in order to 
maximize sharing. Third, in case that either but not both of two low tuples could be 
believable, neither of them should be, because we lack further information to justify the 
preference of one over the other. In other words, view constraints serve as a filter on how 
much low data could flow high. For example, consider the multilevel database of Figure 3. 
When querying the mission of Voyager at T, subjects will get back 102. But when querying 
the destination of Voyager at T, subjects will get back an empty answer. We can show 
that our view policy satisfies the three desirable properties identified earlier. 

+Notice that such problems occur even with a totally ordered lattice, if we allow arbitrary constraints. 
For example, a constraint could state that there should be no more than two starships going to Rigel. 
If we have one tuple (Enterprise, 101, Rigel) at T together with two tuples (Voyager, 102, Rigel) and 
(Discovery, 103, Rigel) at .L, then at most one tuple at .Lis believable at T, but it is unclear which one 
should be. 
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5 UPDATE POLICY 

An update policy consists of a set of updates and a specification of the enforcement 
of labeling constraints on visible data in performing the updates, such that inference 
channels are eliminated in the enforcement. In particular, if a low update violates labeling 
constraints when combined with high data, it should not be aborted. Instead it should be 
extended with necessary compensating high updates in order to enforce integrity, secrecy, 
and availability. An update policy specifies precisely what the compensating updates 
should be. It should have the following desirable properties: 

1. it does not introduce new inference channels, 
2. it does not affect data at lower or incomparable levels, 
3. it does not cause denial of service, and 
4. it should minimize the effect on data at higher levels. 

Lets consider the restricted-value policy of (Sandhu, 1992) and the insert-low policy 
of (Wiseman, 1990), both of which are designed to enforce no-polyinstantiation.§ For 
easy presentation, we adapt these policies to the context of multilevel databases with 
tuple-level labeling. 

Let (B,C) be a multilevel schema, where 8 == (R,C), R == {R;[X;,K;]}t::;;::;n, and C == 
(L, ~). A multilevel relation (r;, K;) over (R;[X;, K;], C) satisfies the no-polyinstantiation 
security pmperty if: 

e for every pair of tuples t, t' E r;, t[K;] == t'[K;] implies t == t'. 

In other words, tuples labeled at all levels satisfy all the functional dependencies. A 
multilevel database (b, ~~:) over (B, .C) satisfies the no-polyinstantiation security property 
if every multilevel relation in ( b, K) does. 

If low subjects insert a tuple which has the same primary key as an existing high tuple, 
then either the low insertion has to be rejected, causing denial of service to low subjects 
and leading low subjects to infer the existence of the high tuple, or the high tuple has to 
be overwritten, causing denial of service to high subjects. Similarly, if high subjects insert 
a tuple which has the same primary key as an existing low tuple, then either the low 
tuple has to be deleted, causing denial of service to low subjects and leading low subjects 
to infer the existence of the high tuple, or the high insertion has to be rejected, causing 
denial of service to high subjects. 

The restricted-value policy and the insert-low policy are very similar. They both remove 
denial of service to high subjects. The example below illustrates these policies. Consider 
the following multilevel relation over the schema of Fig. 2 and the lattice of Fig. 1: 

§No-polyinstantiation can also be enforced by having a more restricted schema, instead of an update 
policy. For example, the domain of primary key attributes can be partitioned such that primary keys for 
tuples labeled at different levels are disjoint (Garvey, 1988). 
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Missionid Type 

101 explore j_ 

Suppose that a T-subject wants to change explore to spy. The restricted-value policy 
extends the update to: 

1. Change explore to J at L 
2. Insert (101, spy) at T. 

The extended update ensures no-polyinstantiation at the price of causing denial of service 
to l_-subjects. The inference channels at update time are replaced by inference channels 
at query time, because l_-subjects can infer from the restricted-value J that mission 101 
has a high type. In comparison, the insert-low policy extends the update to: 

1. Delete (101, explore) at L 
2. Insert (101, spy) at T. 

The extended update ensures no-polyinstantiation at the price of causing denial of service 
to l_-subjects. The inference channels at update time remain, because an insertion of 
mission 101 by l_-subjects will be rejected, leading l_-subjects to infer that mission 101 
has a high type.~ . 

In (Qian, 1994), we showed that no update policies exist for the no-polyinstantiation 
security property that have all the desirable properties identified earlier, which indicates 
the inherent difficulty of enforcing unconditional no-polyinstantiation. 

In (Qian, 1996), we developed an update policy for multilevel databases with tuple
level labeling, where the labeling constraints consist of polyinstantiation and referential 
security properties. Informally our update policy states that, if a low tuple to be deleted 
is referred to by high tuples, the low deletion is extended with a high insertion of a tuple 
containing the primary key value of the deleted low tuple. For example, deleting the first 
two MT tuples consecutively (in either order) from the multilevel database of Figure 3 
would lead to inserting the MT tuple (101, L) at T. We can show that our update policy 
satisfies the four desirable properties identified earlier. 

6 CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a formal policy framework of MAC policies in multilevel relational 
databases. We have identified eight components of such policies, and have characterized 
their desirable properties. 

Besides the five components in the traditional interpretation of MAC policies in multi
level databases, one of the most important new components is the interpretation policy. By 

,. Both the restricted-value policy and the insert-low policy extend a high update with a low update to 
eliminate polyinstantiation. In order to avoid covert channels, such extension cannot be done automati
cally. Rather, it should involve a trusted user performing two separate transactions. In other words, the 
trusted user should login at high to perform the high update, and login at low to perform the low update. 
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mapping multilevel relational databases to multilevel theories and structures, the super
ficial syntactic difference in object labels is abstracted away, and the semantic difference 
hidden in object labels is made precise. As a consequence, the interpretation policy makes 
it possible to compare the semantics of multiple MAC policies. As an example, we have de
veloped a natural interpretation policy for multilevel relational databases with tuple-level 
labeling. 

The second new component, the view policy, specifies the upward information flow such 
that, for every level, view constraints at that level are satisfied with believable data at that 
level. As an example, we have developed a view policy for multilevel relational databases 
with tuple-level labeling with three desirable properties, where the view constraints consist 
of key and referential integrity properties. 

The third new component, the update policy, specifies the enforcement of labeling con
straints on visible data in performing a set of updates, such that inference channels are 
eliminated in the enforcement. As an example, we have developed an update policy for 
multilevel relational databases with tuple-level labeling with four desirable properties, 
where the labeling constraints consist of polyinstantiation and referential security prop
erties. 

The components of a MAC policy could interact in complex ways. For example, the view 
policy of Trusted ONTOS (Schaefer, 1995) is equivalent to a totally ordered lattice plus 
NTML (Thuraisingham, 1991). We have also shown in (Qian, 1996) that, for multilevel 
relational databases with tuple-level labeling, the view policy of (Qian, 1996) applied to 
the referential integrity property is equivalent to the belief-based semantics (Smith, 1992) 
applied to the referential security property. 

The framework provides a basis for systematically specifying MAC policies and char
acterizing their potential mismatches. Based on the framework, we have compared and 
unified the MAC policies and policy components that are proposed in the literature or im
posed in existing systems. Our framework could be used to capture and resolve the MAC 
policy mismatches in the trusted interoperation of heterogeneous multilevel databases. As 
a first step in this direction, we have investigated the trusted interoperation of multilevel 
databases whose MAC policies mismatch in the lattice component (Gong, 1994). 
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